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The Mediterranean of Artists

The Mediterranean as the Primitive Source
for Noucentisme: Joaquín Torres-García’s
‘Classical Primitivism’—from Arcadian
Frescoes to Constructive Universalism
Begoña Farré Torras*

Instituto de História da Arte, FCSH,
Universidade Nova de Lisboa

Abstract
This paper explores the place of the Mediterranean as the main source of primitive references for modern art in the noucentista art scene of Catalonia (Spain) in the early 20th
century. It does so by focusing on the case of Joaquín Torres-García, a leading figure of the
movement and advocate for the modernisation of mural painting. The discussion considers
the noucentista conflation of the notions of classical and primitive, examines how it finds
expression in Torres-García’s controversial frescoes for the seat of the regional government,
and posits its relevance to the Constructive Universalism pictorial idiom developed by the
artist in the late 1920s.

Résumé

Cet article explore la place de la Méditerranée comme principale source de références primitives pour l’art moderne dans le milieu artistique noucentista de Catalogne (Espagne)
au début du XXe siècle. Pour ce faire, l’article considère Joaquín Torres-García, figure proéminente du mouvement et défenseur de la modernisation de la peinture murale. La discussion décrit la fusion noucentista des notions du classique et du primitif, examine comment
elle s’exprime dans les fresques controversées de Torres-García pour le siège du gouvernement régional, et envisage sa pertinence dans le langage pictural de l’Universalisme
Constructif développé par l’artiste à la fin des années 1920.

*Begoña Farré Torras is a researcher at Instituto de História da Arte, FCSH, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, where she completed a PhD thesis dealing with the appropriation of the medieval in modernism.
She is part of the research project PIM: Iberian Modernisms and the Primitivist Imaginary (2018–
2020) (FEDER co-funded, PTDC/ART-HIS/29837/2017). Her postdoctoral project focuses on the place
of the mural in modernism.
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The Notion of the Primitive in
the Catalan Art Scene of the
Early 20th century*

Greco-Latin/Mediterranean heritage. Thus, in the
Catalan art scene of the 1910s, the coincidence of
three factors—a growing awareness of the potential value of the primitive to modern art; the
limited visibility of ‘primitive’ referents from colonial possessions; and the exaltation of the region’s
Greco-Latin roots—resulted in an understanding
of primitivism that looked almost exclusively at the
Mediterranean as its source. Yet, while the source
of the primitive was very clear, the actual meaning
of the concept was less so. In one distinct sense,
‘primitive’ was used extensively at the time to refer
to 15th century, pre-Renaissance art of the various
European countries—such as the primitive French
or Flemish—among which, the primitive Italians,
as Mediterranean too, were particularly admired
by noucentistes. However, in a more general sense
‘primitive’ also appears to have meant something
slightly different for almost every artist, critic, and
theorist writing about it at the time. In contemporary sources the term was endowed with a multiplicity of meanings, sometimes at odds with each
other, ranging from archaic and traditional, to racial,
Cezannian or simply new, as well as Mediterranean,
Arcadian, Greco-Latin and even classical.5 Whatever
its intended meaning in each case, at any rate, the
idea of the primitive appeared closely associated
with overarching notions of the local, national, and
Catalan.6 This resulted in what could be described
as an identitarian form of primitivism; one that did
not appropriate the ‘primitive’ culture of any colonial, exotic or remote ‘other’, but instead sought to
reinforce a sense of ‘us’, a sense of collective identity, by claiming a shared cultural and even racial
ancestry with the peoples of the Mediterranean
(albeit only with those of its Northern shores).7 In
other words, it was a form of primitivism that fed
the construction of a national identity sustained on
a supranational regionalism. Among certain authors
this purported identity shared with other Mediterranean peoples was promoted in opposition to an

The notion of the primitive as a valuable referent
for modern art appeared in the Catalan art press
early on in the 20th century in fairly in-depth discussions of primitivist trends in Europe.1 Though
infrequent, these references to the primitive nevertheless show an awareness in the Barcelona art
scene of the way the visual and material culture
of European colonies was being appropriated in
avant-garde art. This colonial approach to primitivism, however, had little expression in Spain at the
time. By the end of the 19th century the country had
no remaining colonial possessions other than small
holdings in what today is Equatorial Guinea, and the
material culture of this and any former colonies had
relatively little visibility in the country’s exhibitions
and museum collections.2 Its appropriation among
modernist practitioners appears to have been negligible, even in the case of those having witnessed
primitivist trends during study sojourns in Paris.3

In the specific case of Catalonia, this early 20th
century interest in the primitive coincided with
the emergence of Noucentisme. This was a broad
programme of social and cultural modernisation
promoted by the local bourgeoisie, which at the
same time aimed at asserting a Catalan identity
and political autonomy within Spain.4 In aesthetic
terms, Noucentisme advocated an art that was
anti-academic and attuned to the European avant-
gardes, yet distinctly Catalan. In order to ensure this
Catalan character, the thinking went, noucentista
art had to be in touch with the region’s classical/

* This article was written as part of the project Iberian modernisms and the primitivist imaginary (PTDC/ART-HIS/29837/2017) – jointly funded by COMPETE 2020,
Portugal 2020 and the European Union (European Fund for Regional Development).
Unless otherwise indicated, translations are mine.
1
For a detailed discussion on the emergence and use of the idea of the primitive in the
Catalan art scene of the first decades of the 20th century, see Teresa Camps i Miró, ‘El
nostre primitivisme’, in L’avantguarda de l’escultura catalana (Barcelona: Generalitat
de Catalunya, 1989), 18–43.
2
Marina Muñoz Torreblanca, ‘La recepción de “lo primitivo” en las exposiciones celebradas en España hasta 1929’ (PhD Thesis, Barcelona, Universitat Pompeu Fabra,
2009).
3
Camps i Miró, ‘El nostre primitivisme’, 23, 29.
4
See Alícia Suàrez and Mercè Vidal i Jansà, ‘Catalan Noucentisme, the Mediterranean,
and Tradition’, in Barcelona and Modernity: Picasso, Gaudí, Miró, Dalí, ed. William H.
Robinson, Jordi Falgàs, and Carmen Belen Lord (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art,
2007), 226–32.
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Camps i Miró, ‘El nostre primitivisme’, 20.
Camps i Miró, 28.
7
On this reductive representation of the Mediterranean that excluded, in particular, its
Muslim African peoples, see Francesc Fontbona, ‘Entorn del Mediterranisme’, in Paris
Perpignan Barcelone: L’Appel de La Modernité (1889-1925) – Paris Perpinyà Barcelona -
La Crida de La Modernitat (1889-1925), ed. Brigitte Manera-Payrou and Francesca
Fabre (Perpignan: Musée des beaux-arts Hyacinthe Rigaud, 2013), 28.
5
6
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explicitly rejected Northern/Gothic identity.8 This
was the case of Eugeni d’Ors, the art critic who
coined the name Noucentisme and remained one of
the movement’s main ideologists. His anti-Northern
classicism echoed that championed in France by
the École Romane and Action Française with whom
d’Ors maintained close links through his friendship
with Charles Maurras.

precisely the Mediterranean ‘essence’ of Catalonia,
its culture, arts, and industrial present. The stakes
for Torres-García were high; this was a prestigious
commission for a highly representative space of an
embryonic regional government striving to assert
itself within the Spanish political map.

Mural painting itself was seen by Torres-García as
a primitive form of art on account of its ancestral
idealism, that is, the fact that it had been practiced
by cultures going back to ancient times, most notably in the Mediterranean, seeking to represent
ideas, rather than mimic reality.14 This focus on
non-illusionistic representation was part of a critical effort that, as elsewhere in Europe, sought to
modernise mural painting by distancing it from
the academic canons of 19th century decorative
painting. As part of this endeavour, much emphasis
was placed on recovering the ancient technique of
fresco painting. Fresco was portrayed as the most
genuine form of primitive wall decoration and as
a true integration of painting and architecture, as
opposed to the toile marouflée technique generally
used in 19th century mural programmes.15 Torres-
García adhered enthusiastically to the drive for
fresco painting and opted for this technique for
the mural commission he had received from the
regional government. He had previously executed
a considerable number of murals in tempera and
in oil on removable panels,16 but had little experience in actual fresco painting. In order to better
acquaint himself with the technique he set out on
a research trip to Italy where he was to study the

Joaquín Torres-García’s Mural
Commission for the Regional
Government Building
In the early 1910s Joaquín Torres-García fully subscribed to these ideas. In fact, since the turn of the
century he had been exploring them in painting,9
and promoting them in his writings,10 even before
d’Ors theorised them as part of his formulation of
Noucentisme.11 Having been ‘officially’ brought
into the fold of Noucentisme by d’Ors in 1910,12
Torres-García went on calling for a Catalan art that
was attuned to the present time, in constant evolution and alert to modern European currents, yet
stayed true to its own ‘spirit’. This spirit, according
to the artist-theorist, had to be found in the Catalan
past, not in the artistic traditions that had reached
Catalonia from the North (by which he implied the
gothic), but in everything in that past that carried
the spirit of classicism, which in his view is what
connected such past with “the great tradition of the
Mediterranean peoples.”13 In 1912 Torres-García
was given the opportunity to put this theory into
practice with a commission to decorate the walls
of a grand hall in the palace of the Catalan regional
government. The programme of five large murals
was to have a strong nationalist theme, exalting

14
Torres-García, 16–26. Torres-García’s thinking on this subject closely echoes that
of French art critic Georges Albert Aurier, who wrote that “decorative painting in its
proper sense, as the Egyptians and, very probably, the Greeks and the Primitives understood it, is nothing more than a manifestation of art at once subjective, synthetic,
symbolic and ideist”, as quoted in Gillian Perry, ‘Primitivism and the “Modern”’, in
Primitivism, Cubism, Abstraction: The Early Twentieth Century (Yale University Press,
1993), 21. Beyond its manifestation in mural painting specifically, Torres-García’s
focus on the Mediterranean as a key primitive referent for modern art was also in sync
with early 20th century interest among French avant-garde artists in the expressive
potential of Egyptian and archaic Greek art. Philippe Dagen, Le peintre, le poète, le sauvage: les voies du primitivisme dans l’art français (Paris: Flammarion, 2010), 318–46.
15
In France, the recuperation of fresco painting was spearheaded by Paul Baudoüin,
professor at the École des Beaux Arts, author of the treatise La Fresque: sa technique,
ses applications (Paris: Librairie centrale des beaux-arts, 1914) and founder, with
Georges Pradelle, of an association to promote its practice. See Marie Monfort, ‘Paul
Baudoüin, Georges Pradelle et l’association « la Fresque »’, In Situ. Revue des patrimoines, no. 22 La peinture murale: héritage et renouveau (17 October 2013), https://
doi.org/10.4000/insitu.10748.
16
Such as the mural series for the Baron of Rialp (1906), the panels for the Barcelona
City Hall (1908) or the decoration for the Uruguayan Pavilion at the Brussels International Exposition (1910), among others.

Christopher Green, Picasso: Architecture and Vertigo (New Haven: Yale University
Press, 2005), 138–39.
9
As in his well-known Fountain of youth, featured on the cover of the modernist magazine Pèl & Ploma, 78 (July 1901).
10
Joaquín Torres-García, ‘La nostra ordinació i el nostre camí’, Empori, April 1907.
11
Fontbona, ‘Entorn del Mediterranisme’, 30–31. The claim to precedence in the promotion of classicism as the way forward for modern Catalan art became a sore point
between d’Ors and Torres-García, recalled years later by the latter, Joaquín Torres-
García: historia de mi vida (Barcelona; Buenos Aires; Mexico: Paidós, 1990), 147; as
quoted in Joan Sureda i Pons, Torres García: Pasión Clásica (Madrid: Ediciones AKAL,
1998), 175. In these memories, Torres-García suggests that his involvement in Noucentisme not simply as an artist, but as a theorist, was perceived by d’Ors as a potential threat to his own dominant role within the movement.
12
Enric Jardí, Torres García (Barcelona: Ediciones Polígrafa, 1973), 69.
13
Joaquín Torres-García, Notes Sobre Art (Girona: Masó, 1913), 8.
8
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fresco programmes of the Trecento and Quattrocento painters in Florence. The trip, however, also
took him to Rome, and more importantly, exposed
him to substantially more than the primitive Italians that were meant to be his model. This was a
crucial development in Torres-García’s enquiries
into the primitive.

Before discussing the murals that Torres-García
produced following this research trip, it is worth
drawing attention, once again, to the ambiguity
and instability of the concepts under study here. To
recap, Torres-García had gone to Italy to study the
primitive Italians, that is Trecento and Quattrocento
painters. Once there he was particularly drawn instead to other works from earlier periods and contexts, among which he cites Byzantine, Catacomb,
and Pompeiian paintings as well as Roman mosaics.
Even though he only used the term primitive to refer
among these to the Catacomb paintings, he admired
them all for their imperfection, simplicity, stylization, and decorative nature, qualities that are associated with the primitive. These qualities, in the case
of the Byzantine and the Catacombs, he somehow
related “in spirit” to Greece. And finally, to complicate things further, he brought all of these together
under the label of the classical. In fact, ‘classical’
is a category that Torres-García used quite freely
throughout his life and that does not correspond
with the idea of a point of high development in any
given cultural system. On the contrary, as used by
Torres-García, ‘classical’ often corresponds to a
previous, ‘less developed’ stage.21 In this regard, it
is worth stressing the point at the beginning of this
paper about the fact that in the Catalan art scene of
the early 20th century, the interest in the primitive
emerged at the same time as the celebration of the
classical. It is a coevalness of primitivism and classicism that in the case of Torres-García appears to
have resulted in a sort of conflation of both notions,
the ‘classical primitive’ so to speak, for which the
Mediterranean provided a wealth of referents.22 It
is precisely this classical primitivism, I would argue,
that finds expression in the mural work produced
by Torres-García following his research trip to Italy.

Torres-García wrote from Italy to his patron Enric
Prat de la Riba, the president of the Catalan regional
government, relating the large number of murals he
had seen, all of them remarkable, and how among
these works some by Giotto, Gaddi and Benozzo
Gozzoli stood out for their quality.17 Yet, he continued, “my preference is not for those. I have found
more interesting, a thousand times more interesting, the small paintings from the catacombs, where
the Greek spirit still lives, as well as the paintings
from Pompeii and the Roman mosaics.”18 He also
professed his admiration for an 11th century fresco
in San Miniato al Monte. This he described as “an
extremely old Byzantine painting, almost Greek
[that] though very imperfect, satisfies more as decoration [than the primitive Italians he was meant to
study] because of its stylized forms, and because of
the attention it pays to lines and values.”19 In the letter to his patron, Torres-García went on to express
his satisfaction at the realisation that while all these
earlier paintings—which he confusingly referred to
as ‘classical’—had much in common “both in procedure and in spirit” with what he had been envisaging for the commission, his own murals at the
regional government palace would be like nothing
he had seen so far. In other words, he felt confident
that his own frescoes would offer something new
and original while drawing inspiration more from
Byzantine, Catacomb, and Pompeiian paintings
than from the grand murals of the primitive Italians
(which, incidentally, he also discovered to his disappointment, were often not actual frescoes.)20

21
Luis Pérez-Oramas, ‘The Anonymous Rule: Joaquín Torres-García, the Schematic
Impulse, and Arcadian Modernity’, in Joaquín Torres-García: The Arcadian Modern,
by Luis Pérez-Oramas (New York: Museum of Modern Art, 2015), 10–37. See also,
Guido Castillo, ‘El primer manifiesto del constructivismo de Joaquín Torres García’, in
J. Torres-García: dibujos del universalismo constructivo (exh. cat.) (Montevideo: Casa de
América; Museo Torres García, 2001), 26. Castillo points out that “Torres-García’s peculiar personal classicism has little to do with what is generally understood under this
term, and often refers to the exact opposite, as the Uruguayan painter finds it rather
in Egypt and pre-classical Greece than in the Greece of Pericles; rather in the gothic
period than in the Renaissance, and rather in the romanesque than in the gothic.”
22
This ‘classical-primitive’ conflation is not unique to Torres-García. A similar concept,
that of a ‘classicized primitive’ has been discussed for the case of Matisse with regard
to his Mediterranean-inspired work. Perry, ‘Primitivism and the “Modern”’, 46–54.

17
Letter from Torres-García to Prat de la Riba, 17 May 1912, published in Pilar García-
Sedas, Joaquim Torres-Garcia: Epistolari Català: 1909-1936 (Barcelona: Curial : Publicacions de l’Abadia de Montserrat, 1997), 22–23.
18
Letter from Torres-García to Prat de la Riba, 17 May 1912, published in García-
Sedas, Joaquim Torres-Garcia.
19
Torres-García, Notes Sobre Art, 99.
20
He found that in most cases mural compositions were finished with tempera and
even oil applied over a fresco base. Letter from Torres-García to Prat de la Riba,
17 May 1912, published in García-Sedas, Joaquim Torres-Garcia.
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A Controversial Reception
The first fresco, entitled Eternal Catalonia, was
completed in 1913 (Fig. 1). The classical element
in it is plain to see: a Greek-inspired theme in an
ordered, structured composition of well-defined
forms, and therefore entirely in line with classicist
noucentista art theory. The mural also clearly resonates with the work of Puvis de Chavannes, whom
Torres-García greatly admired.23

The mural’s primitivism, for its part, is not so readily
perceptible. The markers that make primitivism recognisable in the avant-garde production of its time—
for example, geometricized figuration rendered in
thick, unpolished traits—do not seem to be on display here. In effect, such markers, as most other formal innovations, were really first introduced in easel
painting, and were only applied to mural painting, if
at all, at a later stage.24 Mural painting has problems
of its own, that derive from its relationship with architecture and also from the fact that, unlike most
easel painting, it involves a patron. When, as was
often the case, such patron was an institution that
had to answer to its various publics, it was rarely
willing to lend its walls to the kind of avant-garde experimentation that was taking place in easel painting. As a result, formal enquiries in mural painting
tended to take the form of more subtle transgressions of its own canon, and are not justly assessed
through the lens of easel painting. In fact, and to
return to our mural, while its formal primitivism
may be barely perceptible to us today, the critical reception of this work at the time suggests that it was
all too evident, even shocking, to its contemporary
viewers. The unveiling of this first fresco in September 1913 gave rise to a heated and well documented

Figure 1. Joaquín Torres-García, Eternal Catalonia, 1913, 940 x 723 cm.
Barcelona: Palau de la Generalitat. Image from Joaquín Torres-García
Catalogue Raisonné (inv. 1913.02) http://torresgarcia.com/catalogue
/entry.php?id=277. Courtesy of the Estate of Joaquín Torres-García.

controversy that played out through articles in
the press either disparaging or defending Torres-
García’s work.25 On the one hand, the more recognisable classical elements of the mural met with
all-round approval. The Greek theme, with Athena
at the top right protecting a figure that represented
Catalonia and its language, was to everyone’s liking.
So too was the orderly composition of the work, organised in three clearly defined levels, in accordance
with the notions of order and structure that were
central to classicist Noucentisme. On the contrary,
the mural’s formal execution was harshly criticized;
it was seen as a grossly unpolished work painted in
dull, earthy, flat colours, with an economy of means
and lack of sophistication that rendered the finished
work “almost child-like” and, as such, entirely unfit
for the purposes of a hall “saturated with glorious
memory”.26 It is worth noting that even in the articles

23
Narcís Comadira, ‘The Forms of Paradise: Noucentista Painting and Sculpture’, in
Barcelona and Modernity: Picasso, Gaudí, Miró, Dalí, ed. William H. Robinson, Jordi
Falgàs, and Carmen Belen Lord (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum of Art, 2007), 252.
Puvis de Chavannes was celebrated at the Cercle de Sant Lluc artists’ association that
Torres-García frequented between 1893 and 1895. Torres-García saw a preparatory
drawing by Puvis de Chavannes’ for the St. Genevieve series at the 1907 V International
Exhibition of Art, in Barcelona (pictured in the exhibition catalogue, ‘Record de La
V Exposició Internacional d’Art – Barcelona’, Ilustració Catalana – Revista Setmanal
Ilustrada, 1907, n.p.) and subsequently studied his murals at the Panthéon during a
visit to Paris in 1910.
24
For this reason, attempting to trace in mural painting the use of formal novelties
first introduced in easel painting mostly serves the purpose of establishing their
mainstream reception, when their disruptive value has faded to the point of becoming
acceptable for the walls of a public institution.
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Documented in Jardí, Torres García, 76–79.
Josep Roca i Roca, La Actualidad, 1 November 1913; as quoted in Jardí, Torres
García, 77.
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published to defend the fresco from this criticism,
artists who were on Torres-García’s side conceded
that the painting presented what were perceived to
be certain imperfections.

In this process, too, his adherence to the Catalan
nationalism of the noucentista programme began
to fade. In truth, as the Uruguayan son of a Catalan
father, and having arrived in Barcelona when he was
already 17, his attachment to Catalanism seems to
have been, to a large extent, circumstantial. From the
moment he began to feel alienated from the aesthetics of Noucentisme, he also began to distance himself from the political goals of the movement and its
identitary stance. It is perhaps not surprising, therefore, that it is at this point that a subtle yet telling
shift can be observed in his thinking on the primitive,
which now began to lose its identitarian dimension.

In truth, these charges were not without fundament.
Torres-García had indeed chosen earthy and washed-
down colours that gave the painting an aged look not
unlike the archaeological paintings he had seen in
Italy. He had equally opted for a schematic rendition
of the figures, facial features treated like a sketch,
with minimal modelling and, in some cases, disregard for academic proportions. The background, too,
was treated summarily as blocks of flat, unevenly applied colour. As a result, the overall effect must have
seemed closer to that of a preparatory drawing than
the polished, grand mural that was expected for the
seat of a conservative regional government. While
this unpolished, imperfect, archaeological look was
precisely what Torres-García had aimed for, it was
too gross a deviation from mural decoration conventions. Timid as its primitivism may seem to us today,
at the time it actually warranted the mural being
mocked as “a cave painting”.27

This is at least what transpires from an article the
artist wrote a few months after the unveiling of the
fresco, with the controversy surrounding it still
raging. In this article, without referring explicitly
to the mural, he defended his artistic proposal by
advocating imperfection—precisely what had been
so harshly criticized in his mural—as the only way
to ensure the expressive force of art.29 He gave examples of the kind of primitive artistic traditions
that carried this expressive imperfection: he cited
Greek sculpture before the 5th century B.C., the
small Tanagra figurines in clay, Etruscan art, funerary paintings, sculpted sarcophagi and urns, Greek
temple pediments and painted vases, Byzantine
mosaics and, still, the primitive Italians. All these
primitive referents were certainly Mediterranean,
but now, crucially, he added:

In the controversy generated by the mural, Torres-
García had expected to receive the support of Eugeni d’Ors, who, as a voice of authority within
Noucentisme, had endorsed him as a quintessential
representative of the movement. Now, that support did not materialise. D’Ors’ classicism was far
more orthodox than his protégé’s; while his review
of the mural was not overtly critical, it was neither
appreciative, which in effect amounted to damning
criticism. Torres-García was sorely disappointed at
this lack of support from d’Ors and began to grow
increasingly disenchanted with the Noucentista
movement.28 For the next three years he would still
work on the remaining murals for this commission,
always with the support of his patron, the regional
government president, while veering increasingly
towards the more avant-garde circles of Barcelona.

As much as it may be thought an aberration, I con-

sider the rudimentary art of the prehistoric cave-

men, and everything that is archaic or primitive,
from all civilizations, as being far superior to all

the painting of our time that aims at giving us the
material appearance of things.30

Thus, already in 1914, in broadening his exaltation
of the primitive to “all civilizations”, Torres García’s
primitivism began to shift away from the identitarian stance that could only accept the Mediterranean

27
‘Pintures rupestres trobades en el Palau de la Generalitat’, El Noucentista, 28 December 1914.
28
Beyond the strictly aesthetic, D’Ors’ lack of support for Torres-García’s bold new
proposals may have stemmed from a deeper issue of power dynamics between the
two men as competing theorists within Noucentisme, see note 11 above.
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Joaquín Torres-García, ‘Notes sobre art’, Revista de l’Escola de Decoració, March
1914, 8.
30
Torres-García, 8.
29
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Figure 2. Joaquín Torres-García, New York Street Scene, c. 1920, 45.7 x 60.8 cm. New Haven, CT: Yale University Art Gallery, Gift of Collection Société Anonyme.

Classical Primitivism
after Noucentisme

as a legitimate primitive source for modern Catalan
art. Over the years, and already away from Barcelona since 1919, primitivism would remain a central concern in Torres-García’s practice. He would
formulate a theory called the Great Tradition, that
brought together the primitive and the constructive, and in which the Ancient Middle East, the
Inca and the Aztec, the African and the Australian
would now feature alongside the ever present Mediterranean. Eventually, in 1936, Torres-García even
included in his Great Tradition of the primitive-
constructive a timid reference to the Gothic cathedrals that for certain sectors of Noucentisme had
embodied the much reviled Northern ‘them’.31

The Mediterranean would nevertheless remain a
major referent for Torres-García long after he distanced himself from Noucentisme and moved away
from Barcelona altogether to pursue his career in
New York. Even as he turned his attention to avant-
garde fragmented depictions of the hustle and bustle of the modern city, as he did in New York Street
Scene (c. 1920; Fig. 2), he would revisit time and
again the Mediterranean themes of his early career,
as in Landscape with Temple (1920; Fig. 3). His desire to start afresh and explore new lines of enquiry
in America did not prevent him from keeping on
display in his studio a collection of works from what
he referred to as his classical period: frescoes, a
model and photographs of the regional government

Joaquín Torres-García, ‘Pintura y arte constructivo’, in Universalismo constructivo:
contribución a la unificación del arte y la cultura de América (Buenos Aires: Poseidon,
1944), 341–50.

31
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Figure 3. Joaquín Torres-García, Landscape with Temple, 1920, 65.5 x 97.5 cm. Barcelona: Private collection. Image from Joaquín Torres-García Catalogue Raisonné (inv. 1920.22) http://torresgarcia.com/catalogue/entry.php?id=4
 98. Courtesy of the Estate of Joaquín Torres-García.

commission, as well as paintings from his Barcelona years. These, he relates, generated greater
interest among visitors to his studio than the “modern” paintings that he “strived to impose.”32

now rendered in increasingly simplified primitivist
forms, as in Three Classical Figures (c. 1926; Fig. 4).
He continued painting these even after he left the
Mediterranean coast for Paris in 1926, where he
had the chance to witness the French art scene’s
renewed interest in the Mediterranean primitive
through the pages of Christian Zervos’ recently
launched Cahiers d’Art.34

His return to Europe in the mid-1920s, and in particular a 1925–1926 stay at Villefranche-sur-Mer,
marked a period of renewed dedication to Arcadian
subject matter. The artist described his sojourn at
this Côte d’Azur town as a wonderful time where
he was at peace, had reencountered the Mediterranean landscape, and felt that the two previous years
of “Cubism in Italy have completely vanished, and
now, with more conviction than ever, I have gone
back to the tradition of the great classical art.”33 In
the production of these years the pastoral scenes of
his noucentista repertoire abound once more, only

The mid-1920s reencounter with the Mediterranean also reawakened Torres-García’s desire to
work on murals. He wrote of how he found in himself “the conditions for monumental art: the use of
adequate materials, a profound sense of proportion – an architectural sense, one of structure,” and
how he believed that “painting should not exist
other than for architecture. An easel painting is always something small, isolated, without tradition,

32
Joaquín Torres-García, ‘Esbós autobiogràfic del pintor Torres-García’, D’ací i d’allà,
February 1926, 439.
33
Torres-García, 439.
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Figure 4. Joaquín Torres-García, Three Classical Figures, c.1926, 46 x 61 cm. Estate of Manolita Piña de Torres García. Image from Joaquín Torres-García Catalogue Raisonné (inv. 1926.03) http://torresgarcia.com/catalogue/entry.php?id=450. Courtesy of the Estate of Joaquín Torres-García.

individual.”35 Mural commissions, however, were
not forthcoming, and it would ultimately be on easel
canvases that in the late 1920s he developed the
distinctive pictorial idiom that gave him international recognition. Theorised by him as Constructive Universalism, it follows a well-known formula
of schematic, primitivist, figurative signs arranged
within a rigorously structured grid-like composition, such as in Constructive with Fish (1929; Fig. 5).

regard, it has been noted that the artist’s transition from Noucentisme to the avant-garde, around
1916–1917, never implied a complete departure
from noucentista artistic principles: keystones of
noucentista painting theory, such as structure, architecture and construction, would resurface time
and again in his writings, even those he produced
for the Cercle et carré journal in 1930.36 This continuity can also be observed in Torres-García’s seminal Universalismo Constructivo, which synthetises
the all-encompassing art theory he had arrived at
over more than three decades of practice. Some of
the key ideas he discusses in it, such as painting
as architecture, proportion and constancy, again

From a formal perspective, Constructive Universalism appears a world apart from the classicist
production of Torres-García’s Barcelona years.
Still, behind major aesthetic shifts in his oeuvre
there are also deeply-set lines of continuity. In this
35

Ma Lluïsa Faxedas Brujats, ‘Barradas’ Vibrationism and Its Catalan Context’, RIHA
Journal, no. 0135 (15 July 2016): para. 11, http://www.riha-j ournal.org/articles
/2016/0131-0140-s pecial-i ssue-southern-modernisms/0135-faxedas-brujats.
36

Torres-García, ‘Esbós Autobiogràfic Del Pintor Torres-García’, 439.
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Figure 5. Joaquín Torres-García, Constructive with Fish, 1929, 60.6 x 73.3. Montevideo: Estate of the artist. Image from Joaquín Torres-García Catalogue Raisonné
(inv. 1929.54) http://torresgarcia.com/catalogue/entry.php?id=938. Courtesy of the Estate of Joaquín Torres-García.

closely echo the classicist ideals of his previous
noucentista painting.37 For their part, references to
the primitive in Universalismo Constructivo develop
ideas on the Great Tradition that, as discussed
above, he also began to formulate in his noucentista years.38 The dual concern with the primitive
and the constructive is thus a constant in Torres-
García’s oeuvre that creates common ground between works apparently as far removed, both in

time and in pictorial language, as the 1913 frescoes and the constructive canvases from the late
1920s onwards. Ultimately, Constructive Universalism is grounded on a combination of primitivism
and orderly structure not unlike that with which,
through very different means, Torres-García was
already experimenting in the ‘classical-primitivist’
proposal of his Mediterranean murals. It is a conceptual parallelism that becomes perhaps more
perceptible when such Constructive Universalism
is executed, as is the case in Constructive with Fish
above, in the dull, earthy colours of a ‘cave painting’.

37
Jed Morse, ‘Art-Evolució and Vibracionismo: Torres-García, Barradas, and an Art of
Higher Consciousness’, in Barcelona and Modernity: Picasso, Gaudí, Miró, Dalí, by William H. Robinson, Jordi Falgàs, and Carmen Belen Lord (Cleveland: Cleveland Museum
of Art, 2007), 334.
38
See Begoña Farré Torras, ‘The Medieval in Modernism: Cathedrals, Stained Glass
and Constructive Painting in Joaquín Torres-García and in the European Avant-Garde’
(PhD Thesis, Lisbon, Universidade Nova de Lisboa, 2020), 140–52, https://run.unl.pt
/handle/10362/97996.
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